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ABSTRACT

The anatomy course is one of the most demanding preclinical
courses of veterinary medicine study. Despite the high number
of classes, the students still need additional time for self-study.
In the past, the student self–study consisted of a repetition of
different units from notes taken during lectures/practicals
and from reading the textbooks and atlases. Nowadays, there
is an increase of digital tools available to the students for the
self-study and self-assessment, i.e., pre-recorded lectures,
dissection videos, digital 2D and 3D anatomical models. Our
study represents a retrospective analysis of students’ self–study
and self–assessment and teaching tools at the Department of
Anatomy, Histology and Embryology (DAHE) of the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, University of Zagreb. This analysis
was based on interviews with students, recent and retired
employees of DAHE and data from the archives. Available data
on the possibilities for the students’ self-study at DAHE range
from the ‘80s of the 20th century until today. Over the last forty
years, different facilities, anatomical specimens and teaching
tools were offered to students at DAHE. The last improvement
of the students’ anatomy room was in 2019. Since 2016, new
teaching tools are produced mainly in the digital form, with
an open access. For the veterinary anatomy course, students
demand anatomical specimens besides textual descriptions and
labelled figures, printed or digital. Self-assessment in veterinary
anatomy requires a combination of the quizzes based on texts
and figures, and should be developed in the digital form.
Keywords: anatomical specimens, digital teaching tools, digital
self-assessment, students’ anatomy room
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INTRODUCTION
The anatomy course is one of the most demanding
preclinical courses of the veterinary medicine
study. Despite the high number of classes, the
students still need additional time for the self-study.
The reason for this is the complex curriculum and
demanding outcomes of the veterinary anatomy
course. The acquired competences at the end
of the course are: 1. the correct use of a “new
language” - we estimate that there are more than
2.400 anatomical terms that should be learned for
the everyday use in the veterinary profession; 2.
orientation on and inside the animal body – good
knowledge on the topographic anatomy is the
prerequisite for most clinical examinations, and
it is an important factor in animal breeding; 3.
recognition of different tissues and parts of organs
as the basis for procedures in the clinics and in
food hygiene; 4. developed dissection skills as a
pre-training for pathology and surgery procedures
and tissue sampling.
In the past, the students’ self-study in veterinary
anatomy implied the repetition of the course subject
from notes made during lectures and practicals
and reading from the textbooks, handbooks and
atlases (Grossmann, 1962; Popesko, 2004; König
and Liebich, 2009). Nowadays, especially after the
online teaching caused by the Covid-19 pandemic,
there is an increase of other tools available to
the students for the self-study, i.e., pre-recorded
lectures, dissection videos, digital 2D and 3D
anatomical models (Gomerčić et al., 2016; Marić
et al., 2020; Došen et al., 2021; Kolenc et al.,
2021).
Students’ self-assessment is an important part of
the self-study. It helps the students to get answers
to their questions, those that may disable them
to progress in their self-study. It also offers the
possibility to check the acquired knowledge

and, eventually, to request consultations with the
teachers. Nowadays, printed versions of different
assessments have been modified into digital forms.
Digital test and quizzes are very popular as they
offer a quick review of the assessment and present
the success to the students clearly and immediately.
Our study represents a retrospective analysis of the
students’ self-study and self-assessment at Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine, University of Zagreb, and
offers future prospective in veterinary anatomy.
Moreover, it puts the digitalisation of veterinary
anatomy courses into the ethical context, in the
meaning of reduction and replacement of animal
specimens in the teaching and studying process.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The facilities and tools for the students’ self–
study, offered over years at the Department of
Anatomy, Histology and Embryology of the
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Zagreb, were analysed. Interviews with retired and
recent employees were conducted in order to get
information about the possibilities for students’
self-study at the Department in the past. The number
of enrolled students (Pavičić, 2019) was compared
to the offered opportunities for the self-study. The
available documents about students’ interest for
the self-study at the Department (“working station
reservations lists”) were analysed in order to
estimate the demands for such a form of the selfstudy. The available tools (anatomical specimens,
books, digital teaching materials) were listed and
discussed.

RESULTS
Data on the possibilities for the self-study offered
to the students at the Department of Anatomy,
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Histology and Embryology (DAHE) of the
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University of
Zagreb range from the ‘80s of the 20th century
until today. The veterinary anatomy course has
started at our Faculty from the very beginning of
its establishment in 1919, however, data about the
self-study from the early days were not available
for this study.
‘80s
The number of enrolled students in the 1st year
varied during the ‘80s from 225 to 389 (Pavičić,
2019). The students’ anatomy room was located
at the ground floor of DAHE, just left to the
entrance. The study surface was around 75 m2,
where osteological specimens were offered to
the students. The students were able to use the
students’ anatomy room during the working
hours of DAHE, however, they had to bring
their own studying materials (textbooks, atlases).
According to the interviews with ex-students and
employees of DAHE, it was often very crowded,
and many osteological specimens were destroyed.
Furthermore, some of the specimens disappeared.
‘90s
The number of enrolled students in the 1st year varied
during the ‘90s from 120 to 233 (Pavičić, 2019).
The students’ anatomy room was moved from the
ground floor to the 1st floor of DAHE because the
previously used facilities were reorganized into an
electron-microscopy laboratory. The conditions
for the self-study were the same as during the
‘80s (open only during working hours of DAHE;
osteological specimens only). However, the
students could have lent atlases on request, but
the working area was much smaller (ca. 20 m2).
The supervision of the students’ anatomy room
was much better because it was located just next to
the teachers’ rooms and the dissection hall, so the
specimens were damaged to a lesser degree.

2000-2019
The number of enrolled students in the 1st year
from 2000 to 2019 was around 130 (Pavičić, 2019).
A new facility was renovated into the students’
anatomy room at the eastern side of the ground
floor of DAHE, just next to the small dissection
hall. It included a room of 20 m2 for osteological
specimens (“dry” room), a smaller room (5 m2,
“wet” room) for formalin -fixed specimens and a
sanitary facility. At the beginning, the osteological
specimens were lent on students’ request. This was
very demanding because the department stuff had
to record and check the bones, so it was decided to
offer a certain number of osteological specimens
in the “dry” room, which again led to serious
damages and vanishing of osteological specimens.
Formalin–fixed specimens were offered on request.
The key to the students’ anatomy room was offered
on request also during afternoons and weekends.
The student who took the key had to leave a
contact telephone number. The students were very
satisfied with the opportunity to study during the
afternoons and weekends, however, there were
certain downsides of this type of working hours:
1. as already stated, many osteological specimens
were destroyed; 2. formalin-fixed specimens
dried out during weekends because they were not
properly handled – despite clear instructions to
cover the wet specimens with prepared blankets, or
to sink them into boxes with water, the specimens
were left uncovered on working stations.; 3. the
“wet” room was too small for all the specimens
requested and poor ventilation made it hard to work
in this room; 4. the number of students was not
limited, and the anatomy room was often crowded,
especially during the exam terms; 5. the students
of the English study programme complained
about the crowded room and sometimes they had
difficulties to contact the student responsible for
the key during afternoons and weekends.
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2019 until today
A group of members of The Vet Society, which
is a students’ association founded by students
of the English study programme at the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine in Zagreb, initiated the
renovation of the students’ anatomy room (Koutis
et al., 2019). The renovation started in November
2018 and finished in April 2019. During that period,
no self-study was offered at DAHE. The students
repainted the walls, rearranged the working stations
and illustrated the walls with anatomical drawings.
They illustrated the walls of the “dry” room with
a scheme of cranial nerves and their branches and
a horse skeleton marked with the main arteries
and veins (Figure 1). In the “wet” room, students
illustrated a brain scheme and several heart section
schemes with labelled anatomical terms (Figure
2). The problem with overcrowding was fixed:
there are ten working stations in the “dry” room
and three working stations in the “wet” room. In
the “dry” room, the students can study on selected
osteological specimens. When done with studying,
each bone needs to be put on its place. In the

“wet” room, the students study on formalin-fixed
specimens prepared for them on request. The
students’ anatomy room is available to students
between 8 a.m. to 2 p.m., and the students are
obliged to register for the use of the anatomy
room. The registration has to be done via a
schedule list that was offered to the students at the
entrance to DAHE. However, today the students
can register online via a schedule sheet available
on the Microsoft OneDrive cloud. Although the
new organisation of the students’ anatomy room
offers a quite working environment, there are
several downsides: 1. the working stations are fully
occupied, especially during the exam terms, and
the students request additional places and time for
the self-study; 2. the formalin-fixed specimens are
still in use for the self-study because of the limited
number and high price of the newly acquired (in
2019) polyethilenglycol-impregnated anatomical
specimens; 3. the quality of the internet connection
in the students’ anatomy room is bad, and students
depend on their own internet availability in order
to approach digital anatomical contents.

Figure 1.
“Dry” room in the
students’ anatomy
room
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Figure 2. Wall illustrations in the “wet” room of the students’ anatomy room: Picture above: brain
scheme (left) and heart scheme with labelled anatomical terms (right)

Available study tools (other than anatomical
specimens)
Veterinary anatomy textbooks have been available
to the students via the central library of the
faculty. In 1962, Sisson’s veterinary anatomy
book was translated into the Croatian language
(Grossmann, 1962). Another veterinary anatomy
textbook and atlas (König and Liebich, 2009) was
translated in 2009. Several editions of the Atlas of

topographical anatomy of the domestic animals –
in Croatian (Popesko, 2004) have been available
via the central library. Over the years, teachers of
DAHE produced several scripts, handbooks and
dissection guides. In 2016, the teachers of DAHE
produced the first digital anatomical content. It
was the digital atlas of 3D models of the equine
appendicular skeleton (Gomerčić et al., 2016)
(Figure 3). This atlas also offers 3D models of the
bony pelvis and the hoof capsule.

Figure 3. Screenshot of
the digital 3D models of
the equine appendicular
skeleton: toolbar with
anatomical terms (left),
and skeleton of the left
thoracic limb with marked
radius and ulna (right)
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Figure 4. Digital 3D
anatomical models
developed at the Faculty
of Veterinary Medicine:
bottlenose dolphin heart
(left), canine skull and
mandible (middle) and
equine stifle joint (right)

Nowadays, three additional digital models have
been produced at DAHE (Figure 4): the canine
skull and mandible (Marić et al., 2020), the
bottlenose dolphin heart (Došen et al., 2021) and
the equine stifle joint (Kolenc et al., 2021). These
3D anatomy models can be accessed free of charge
at http://wwwi.vef.hr/3datlas/index/.
Students’ self-assessment
Digital 3D anatomical models allow a certain level
of the students’ self-assessment. The computer
program allows the user to mark a certain area of
interest on the 3D model. The marked area appears
red on the model, and the name of the area appears
highlighted on the list of terms which can be found
on the left side of the screen. On the other hand,
the user can mark a term from the term list and the
area appears red on the model.
Furthermore, since 2019, written tests, which are
the precondition for the oral exam, are modified
from the pencil-and-paper form into digital multichoice tests. Over the years, a database with
numerous questions from different anatomical
teaching units has been developed. It has been
considered to publish the database online and offer
it to students for the self–assessment.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Students use different tools during their self-study
and the selected tools depend on the course that
is studied. For the veterinary anatomy course,
the students demand anatomical specimens
beside textual descriptions and labelled figures.
Nowadays, digital tools support the teaching and
studying process at different levels.
The self-assessment in veterinary anatomy
requires a combination of the quizzes based on
texts and figures. The texts should be applied for
the rechecking of anatomical terms and statements,
however, figures are necessary to assess the
knowledge on the topography and different body
and organ parts. If no self-assessment is offered to
the students, they will demand consultations with
the teachers more frequently.
The use of digital tools improves the self-study and
the self-assessment in veterinary anatomy because
they enable students to get correct answers very
quickly, so the time they spend on anatomical
specimens is reduced. Furthermore, digital
3D models can replace anatomical specimens
during minor revisions or multiple repetitions.
Moreover, digital platforms reduce the destruction
of anatomical specimens because the number of
handlings and expositions is decreased. The need
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for the production of new anatomical specimens is
reduced, which decreases the number of animals
procured for the teaching and studying process.
Nowadays, the use of animals that were euthanized
just for the needs of the veterinary anatomy course
at the Faculty of Veterinary Medicine, University
of Zagreb, has been abolished. The veterinary
anatomy teaching stuff tends to make use of
slaughterhouse products and clinical patients,
which were euthanized or died because of health
disorders. Anyhow, only carcasses with minor
changes in the anatomical structure of the organs
and those that do not present any health risk for the
stuff and students may be selected for the course.
In our opinion, the use of new technologies in
veterinary anatomy teaching and studying presents
a good example of high ethical practice in a very
demanding veterinary medicine course.
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SAMOSTALNO UČENJE I PROVJERA ZNANJA IZ ANATOMIJE KOD
STUDENATA VETERINE NA ZAGREBAČKOM SVEUČILIŠTU, HRVATSKA

SAŽETAK
Anatomija je jedan od najzahtjevnijih pretkliničkih predmeta na studiju veterinarske medicine.
Uprkos velikom broju sati, studentima je još uvijek potrebno dodatno vrijeme za samostalno učenje.
Ranije se samostalno učenje studenata sastojalo od ponavljanja gradiva zabilježenog za vrijeme
predavanja/vježbi, čitanja udžbenika i atlasa. U današnje vrijeme je dostupno sve više digitalnih
alatki koje služe za samostalno učenje i provjeru znanja, npr. unaprijed snimljene lekcije, video
snimci disekcija, digitalni 2D i 3D anatomski modeli. Naše istraživanje predstavlja retrospektivnu
analizu samostalnog učenja, samostalne provjere znanja i obrazovnih alatki kod studenata Zavoda
za anatomiju, histologiju i embriologiju (ZAHE) Veterinarskog fakulteta Sveučilišta u Zagrebu.
Ova analiza je zasnovana na razgovorima sa studentima, trenutnim i penzionisanim uposlenicima
ZAHE i arhivskim podacima. Podaci o mogućnostima samostalnog učenja u ZAHE-u datiraju
od 80-ih godina 20. stoljeća do današnjeg dana. U posljednjih četrdeset godina, studentima su u
ZAHE-u stavljeni na raspolaganje različiti objekti, anatomski uzorci i obrazovni alati. Godine
2019. je izvršeno posljednje renoviranje učionice anatomije za studente. Od 2016. godine su
dostupni novi alati za učenje koji su uglavnom kreirani u digitalnom obliku, uz otvoren pristup. Za
predmet Veterinarska anatomija, studentima su pored tekstualnih opisa i označenih slika potrebni i
anatomski uzorci u isprintanom ili digitalnom obliku. Samostalna provjera znanja iz Veterinarske
anatomije zahtijeva kombinaciju kvizova zasnovanih na tekstovima i slika, a trebala bi biti razvijena
u digitalnom obliku.
Ključne riječi: anatomski uzorci, digitalni obrazovni alati, digitalna samostalna procjena znanja,
učionica anatomije za studente

